Antiquing Visits To America
Georgia & Florida Itinerary 2009
Flight Itinerary
•Depart UK
•Arrive Atlanta
•Depart Orlando
•Arrive UK
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February arrive in Atlanta travel to hotel
Antiquing at Scotts international fair
Antiquing at Scotts international fair
Antiquing in and around Atlanta
Travel through Madison and Macon to Savannah via
Fried Green Tomatoes “Whistle Stop Café” in Juliet
Antiquing in Savannah
Free day sightseeing Savannah & Trolley tour
Travel to St Augustine via St Simons Island
Antiquing at Renningers extravaganza fair
Antiquing at Renningers extravaganza fair
Antiquing at Renningers, Mount Dora & Deland
Guided Sightseeing in St Augustine & trolley tour
Antiquing in and around Jacksonville, Florida
Free day in St Augustine
Travel to Orlando airport for flight home
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Atlanta- The “BEATING HEART OF GEORGIA” has it all, culture, sporting heroes, museums and the largest
inland aquarium in the country along with an abundance of great areas to antique.
The “Gone With The Wind" movie premiered more than 65 years ago however, the movie and the novel, still
inspire curiosity about Atlanta and the Southern way of life.
Scotts antique fair one of the largest monthly antique gatherings in America. Located on two large sites on the
outskirts of Atlanta, with both indoor and outdoor venders displaying a magnificent contrasting array of
antiques and collectibles.
Madison and Macon- are very different from each other, but both offer a wide variety of antiques and more
“ antebellum” (before the civil war) homes than any other town or city in America.
Juliet- is home to the “Whistle Stop Café” portrayed in the film Fried Green Tomatoes, typical small rural village
in Southern Georgia and remains exactly as shown in the film and if you haven’t tried Fried Green Tomatoes
these are the best.
Savannah- They are more friendly than formal in Savannah.
Whoever you are, wherever you're from, Savannah welcomes you with true Southern hospitality, just as they have
been welcoming guests since 1733. Hip and historic, robust and refined, Savannah is where you'll find amazing
architecture, spooky cemeteries and rich history—along with global sophistication and fabulous food. It's where
history resonates into the present day, and where memories are still being made and great antiques can still be
found. www.savcvb.com
The Ancient City of St Augustine, Florida.- Founded by the Spanish in 1565 boasts to be the oldest continually
inhabited city in the United States more information about this fascinating coastal city with an abundance of
history and wonderful beaches can be found on www.getaway4florida.com
Renningers at Mount Dora and Deland- These are just two of the many central Florida towns we visit searching
for antiques, Mount Dora is the home to Renningers antique extravaganza more information can be found on
www.renningers.com
Deland and other similar sized towns in central Florida are jewels often missed when visiting Florida they
represent the history and culture not often displayed in the tourist brochures.

